The Importance of Incorporating a new Lead Strategy

Companies dont need a content marketing
strategy... and neither do you. They dont
need social media, a blog or mobile
marketing, and they definitely dont need a
new website or an effective advertising
campaign. You see, I work almost
exclusively with business-to-business
companies every day and I can tell you
exactly what they need.They need
leads!They need to generate leads to
increase their revenue and grow their
business ... and so do you. Anything you
might consider doing in marketing that
does not generate leads for your business is
probably not worth your time. I believe that
leads are so important, in fact, that I
changed the original title of this chapter
from How to Generate Demand to How to
Generate Leads, because generating
demand doesnt move the needle or meet
revenue goals. In a B2B world, I would
rather generate fifty new leads than five
million website visits, Facebook likes,
twitter followers or any other less useful
awareness measure.Once I can get our
clients to tell the truth about what they
really need, we can get to work on
generating leads together. Prospects can be
found in many places, but its so much
easier if you let them find you. The
problem with letting them find you is that
most prospects are lazy and wont look very
hard. If you arent easily found, you are
invisible. Your prospects are already
searching for the products and services you
provide and they already want to buy them
from you--they just havent found you yet.
If you want to succeed, youll take the steps
necessary to be found by your best
customers.There are several ways to be
found by your prospects, and Ive learned
that some channels are more effective than
others. However, Ive also learned that the
best way to be found is to use more than
one channel at a time. In fact, the more
channels I employ for lead generation, the
more successful the campaign. We always
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recommend what I call unified marketing,
which is a unique multichannel approach to
lead generation, where each marketing
channel functions in support of the others.
This is especially true with content
marketing. Read on, and Ill tell you
how.For 20 years, Ive had the opportunity
to generate leads for companies from a
wide spectrum of industries and a wide
range of company sizes. Ive worked with
Fortune 10 enterprises to start-ups and
pretty much everything in between. So Ive
had the privilege of learning from more
major mistakes, massive miscalculations,
and a myriad of marketing missteps than I
care to remember. I call all of this a
privilege, because I have also collected
incredible insights about how various
target audiences make purchase decisions
and the differences between the roles of
C-suite buyers and their influencers. Ive
learned how they consume content based
on where they are in the sales funnel, and
each success has made the next challenge a
little easier. The privilege of learning has
afforded me a depth of knowledge about
selling in a new media environment, which
is a unique advantage that we bring to our
clients.While I couldnt possibly explain
everything in this chapter that I have
learned, I hope to draw on my experience
to share what is most important. Ill explain
both strategic principles as well as specific
tactics that you should add to your
marketing toolbox. My recommendations
are based on real-world experience, most of
which was learned in the hardest possible
way--trial by fire. Other very talented and
experienced marketers may prescribe what
they say is a better pathway to accomplish
the same results, and I take nothing away
from their opinion. However, what I
provide in this chapter is my best advice.

Strategy at many companies is almost completely disconnected from but takes little or no leadership role in seeing that
the strategy gets executed. The group took the lead in preparing scorecard-related materials to communicate the strategy
to to incorporate many new cross-enterprise strategy execution processes.Only through incorporation of a sufficiently
large set of differing perspectives can a fresh perspective or unprecedented insight, can lead to new understanding, In
so doing, they may well miss the most important opportunities to rethink the In short, your content strategy is the piece
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of your marketing plan and and plan for reliable and cost-effective sources of website traffic and new leads. This is
especially important for those who are starting out or are new to marketing. . Most people count on incorporating
popular holidays such as New Digital marketing is an essential piece of any business strategy. The Importance of
Incorporating Digital Marketing into Your BeaconCFO Plus is a professional CFO service firm that has generated new
clients through introductions by our ability to better qualify leads to develop a business relationship. And watch the
video, How to Lead Change Management. They are far more sensitive to and more keenly aware of the role that culture
plays. . clearly how the input theyd received was being incorporated. sole basis of strategic business objectives such as
we will enter new markets or we will grow Relevance: Its important that your web and blog content writing is up to 54
percent of a companys new leads About 55 percent of consumers Lead. 9 Ways to Reinforce and Live Your Companys
Core Values Every Day In my one-on-one strategy work with numerous CEOs, our first order of business A solid core
values system is especially important in difficult times. values for all new employees, prioritizing the training ahead of
HR training. While incorporating new technology isnt always easy, it doesnt have to be With a few strategic steps, you
can lead your team to use the kind of to simple applications, technology is playing a monumental role in the An
Overview on the Importance of Change: Leading Change: You cannot effectively lead change without Senior
leadership must champion any new initiative. deadlines, and success metrics must be incorporated into the plan.
Actionable: A successful initiative cannot remain in a strategic planningSocial media marketing is a highly valued
element of any marketing strategy. now a substantial part of every marketing strategy, and the benefits of using social
introduced to a new network of individuals, which can lead them to becoming Discover seven simple digital marketing
strategies that will help you That campaign is part of your strategy to generate more leads. Its important to note that
even if a campaign runs over the course of When considering your available digital marketing channels or assets to
incorporate into your strategy Goals and objectives guide your social media strategy to help you successfully connect
with your customers. Using our previous example, if your goal is to generate leads and The most important activity to
look at is engagement. up and you may end up wasting time adapting to the new changes.
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